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Abstract
As the theory is subject to a section condition, coordinates in double field theory do not represent
physical points in an injective manner. We argue that a physical point should be rather one-to-one
identified with a ‘gauge orbit’ in the coordinate space. The diffeomorphism symmetry then implies
an invariance under arbitrary reparametrizations of the gauge orbits. Within this generalized sense of
diffeomorphism, we show that a recently proposed tensorial transformation rule for finite coordinate
transformations is actually (i) consistent with the standard exponential map, and further (ii) compatible
with the full covariance of the ‘semi-covariant’ derivatives and curvatures after projectors are properly
imposed.
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1 Introduction
Double Field Theory. Ever since the inception of seminal ideas [1–5], through recent renaissance re-
vival [6–9], there have been much progress in developing T-duality manifest formalism for string theory
effective actions, especially under the name, double field theory (DFT) [6–43]. For analogous parallel
developments on U-duality in M-theory, we refer to [44–56]. Closely related works based on generalized
geometry [57–59] are notably [60–66].
DFT doubles the spacetime dimension, from D to D +D, and manifests the O(D,D) T-duality group
structure. The coordinates of the doubled spacetime, or DFT-coordinates, xA = (y˜µ, yν), may decompose
into the ordinary coordinates, yµ, and the dual ‘winding’ coordinates, y˜ν . The doubling also reflects the
existence of the left and right modes in closed strings. Yet, DFT ought to be a D-dimensional theory for-
mulated in a doubled spacetime. Being subject to so called the strong constraint or section condition, DFT
may reduce to a usual string theory effective action in D-dimension. The section condition requires that
DFT lives on a D-dimensional null hyperplane, such that the O(D,D) invariant d’Alembertian operator
1
is trivial,
∂A∂
A = J−1AB∂A∂B ≡ 0 , JAB =


0 1
1 0

 , (1.1)
acting on arbitrary fields as well as their products,
∂A∂
AΦ(x) = 0 , ∂AΦ1(x)∂
AΦ2(x) = 0 .
(1.2)
Further, the DFT-diffeomorphism symmetry is generated by a generalized Lie derivative,
LˆV TA1···An := V
B∂BTA1···An + ω∂BV
BTA1···An +
n∑
i=1
(∂AiVB − ∂BVAi)TA1···Ai−1
B
Ai+1···An , (1.3)
where ω is the weight of the DFT-tensor, TA1···An(x), and V A(x) corresponds to the infinitesimal DFT-
diffeomorphism parameter which also obeys the section condition,
∂A∂
AV B(x) = 0 , ∂AV
B(x)∂AΦ(x) = 0 . (1.4)
The pioneering works on DFT [6–9] focused on the NS-NS sector. The action was written in terms of
‘ordinary’ derivatives acting on a “generalized metric”. While the O(D,D) structure was manifest, the
diffeomorphism symmetry (1.3) was rather hidden. Since then, to the best of our knowledge, there have
been three kinds of proposals for the underlying differential geometry of DFT, apart from the (undoubled)
generalized geometry approach [62–65].
Firstly, involving the present author, a semi-covariant derivative was introduced, to start with for the
NS-NS sector [10, 11], and generalized further to fermions [12], to the R-R sector [13] as well as to
Yang-Mills [14]. The crucial feature of the semi-covariant derivatives is that, combined with ‘projection’
operators, they can be made fully covariant. In this approach which we henceforth refer to as T-geometry
c.f. [53], the original “generalized metric” was traded by a pair of orthogonal and complete projectors,
PA
BPB
C = PA
C , P¯A
BP¯B
C = P¯A
C , PA
BP¯B
C = 0 , PA
B + P¯A
B = δA
B ,
(1.5)
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such that a conceptual emphasis was put on the action of projection (into two opposite modules), rather
than questioning any geometric meaning of the generalized metric, e.g. “measuring length”.2 After all, it
is the flat O(D,D) metric (1.1) that raises or lowers the positions of the DFT vector indices.
Secondly, based on an earlier work [4], more orthodox approach was pursed to postulate a fully covari-
ant derivative [40, 41]. Yet, the required connection with all the desired properties turned out to inevitably
contain non-physical parts which cannot be constructed from the NS-NS sector. The undecidable non-
physical parts amount to the (2, 1) traceless GL(D) Young tableau. After ‘projecting’ them out, this
approach was shown to be consistent with the aforementioned semi-covariant, T-geometry [40]. An index-
free, basis-independent formulation of this approach has been also addressed in [42] along with in-depth
discussion on curvatures.
Thirdly (and very recently), another interesting approach was proposed in [43] where the Weitzenbo¨ck
connection was employed which, compared to the previous two approaches, assumes a simple form. It
leads to a fully covariant derivative for the diffeomorphism symmetry, but breaks the local Lorentz sym-
metry. Demanding the local Lorentz symmetry at the whole action level, DFT can be restored, at least for
the NS-NS sector. One novel feature in this approach is that —quite opposite to the T-geometry attitude—
the resulting action does not contain the flat O(D,D) metric at all, as the O(D,D) vector indices are
there lowered and raised by the generalized metric and its inverse. The O(D,D) structure only arises
when specifying the generalized metric. This approach then opens up a possibility to establish a direct
link between DFT and U-duality manifest M-theory effective actions [20, 43, 45–47, 49–56] where there
appears only a generalized metric and no extra flat metric.
While all the three approaches seem to complement to each other, it is also true that so far the full order
supersymmetric completions of DFT have been accomplished within the semi-covariant T-geometry setup
only, as N = 1 D = 10 [15] and N = 2 D = 10 [16].3 The full order supersymmetric completion may
be viewed as a direct proof of the existence of the supersymmetric double field theory (SDFT). Especially
the N = 2 D = 10 SDFT unifies type IIA and IIB supergravities in a manifestly covariant manner with
respect to all the bosonic symmetries listed in Table 1. While the theory is unique, the solutions turn out to
be twofold. Type IIA and IIB supergravities are identified there as two different types of solutions rather
than two different theories.
2In fact, in the full order supersymmetric extensions of D = 10 DFT, both N = 1 [15] and N = 2 [16], the 1.5 formalism
which is familiar in supergravities works nicely with the projectors rather than with the generalized metric, c.f. footnote 16.
3c.f. [35, 62–65] for linear order analysis with different details.
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• O(10, 10) T-duality (hidden symmetry)
• DFT-diffeomorphisms, generated by the generalized Lie derivative (1.3)
• A pair of local Lorentz symmetries, Spin(1, 9) × Spin(9, 1)
• N = 2 local supersymmetry of 32 supercharges
Table 1: Symmetries of N = 2 D = 10 SDFT. The doubling of the Lorenz groups reflects the existence
of the left and right modes in closed strings. The O(10, 10) T-duality is a priori not a Noether symmetry.
Beyond Supergravity. The aspects of DFT depicted above mainly concern the theme of reformulating (or
unifying) the already known supergravities in a duality manifest manner. Yet, there are also evidences that
DFT may well extend beyond the supergravity realm. Applying the Scherk-Schwarz reduction method to
DFT, it has been realized that one can actually relax the section condition (1.2) [27] —and hence beyond
supergravity— and derive all the known gauged supergravities in lower than ten dimensions [27–33, 43,
52].
Further reasons to believe that DFT is not a mere rewriting of supergravities are, in our view, threefold:
(i) the very usage of O(D,D)-covariant genuine DFT-field variables, alternative to the Riemannian ones,
such as metric and form-fields, (ii) the doubling of the local Lorenz symmetry,4 Spin(1, 9) × Spin(9, 1),
and (iii) the possibility of combining DFT-diffeomorphism with O(D,D) rotations.
Historically, the generalized metric was spelled at first as a composite of the metric and the B-field [1].
Yet, it has become evident that it is also possible to define the generalized metric in a more abstract and
covariant fashion, i.e. simply as a symmetric O(D,D) element, since the most general form of such a
2D × 2D matrix can be parametrized or solved by a pair of D ×D matrices, one symmetric and the other
anti-symmetric. Naturally these can be identified as the Riemannian metric and the B-field. However,
the parametrization is not unique: O(D,D) rotations as well as various field redefinitions can be freely
applied.5 Only a concrete choice of the section, e.g. ∂
∂y˜µ
≡ 0, may pin down a specific parametrization
to be compatible with the standard Riemannian geometry. However, when we consider further reductions
from D to lower dimensions, there is no longer a single preferred parametrization. It may well be better to
4This property is also shared with generalized geometry [62–65].
5The parametrization is only unique up to the O(D,D) rotations and field redefinitions.
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work with the parametrization-independent and O(D,D) covariant genuine DFT-field variables without
taking any parametrization, at least for the compactified sector if not all.
Especially in the construction of theN = 2D = 10 SDFT [16], in order to manifest all the symmetric
structures, and also for the successful full order supersymmetric completion, it was necessary to postulate
the fundamental fields to be precisely the following variables: The DFT-dilaton, d, DFT-vielbeins, VAp,
V¯Ap¯, and the R-R potential, Cαα¯, plus fermions. The DFT-vielbeins are defined to satisfy the following
four algebraic relations [11, 12],6
VApV
A
q = ηpq , V¯Ap¯V¯
A
q¯ = η¯p¯q¯ , VApV¯
A
q¯ = 0 , VApVB
p + V¯Ap¯V¯B
p¯ = JAB ,
(1.6)
such that they generate the pair of projectors (1.5) as PAB = VApVBp, P¯AB = V¯Ap¯V¯Bp¯. The R-R po-
tential, Cαα¯, is set to be an O(10, 10) singlet and to assume a bi-fundamental spinorial representation
of Spin(1, 9) × Spin(9, 1). Only after a diagonal gauge fixing of Spin(1, 9) × Spin(9, 1), the DFT-
vielbeins and the bi-fundamental R-R potential may be parametrized by the usual Riemannian variables,
i.e. zehnbein, B-field and various R-R p-form fields. Furthermore, the R-R sector in the diagonal gauge
can be mapped to an O(10, 10) spinor, as a consequence of compensating local Lorentz rotation whose job
is to preserve the diagonal gauge [13]. It is an open question how to couple the Spin(1, 9) × Spin(9, 1)
bi-fundamental spinorial R-R potential to D-branes as well as to fundamental strings in a covariant manner.
A priori, O(D,D) T-duality is not a Noether symmetry of the DFT action, since the O(D,D) trans-
formation rotates the section on which the theory lives. However, when a dimensional reduction is per-
formed on flat n-dimensional tori, the obvious subgroup, O(n, n), becomes a Noether symmetry (or the
“enhanced” symmetry) of the reduced action. DFT guides how to perform the O(n, n) rotations in a con-
venient way, which can be used as a solution generating technique. More generically, T-duality should be
able to act on any isometry direction and this procedure involves finite DFT-coordinate transformations.
Namely, if the background admits a generic isometry, but somehow the given coordinate system does not
manifest it, in order to apply the DFT O(D,D) transformation rule, it is necessary to take the following
steps. First to change the coordinate system to a new one where the isometry direction becomes manifest,
i.e. all the fields are explicitly independent of one particular coordinate, second to apply the DFT O(D,D)
T-duality rotation rule, and third to come back to the original coordinate system.
6In (1.6), ηpq = diag(−++ · · ·+) and η¯p¯q¯ = diag(+−− · · ·−) are ten-dimensional metrics for Spin(1, 9) and
Spin(9, 1) respectively [13, 16].
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While the infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism generated by the generalized Lie derivative is by now
well understood, e.g. in terms of the semi-covariant, T-geometry [10–14], or others [40, 42], [43], the
finite case has been much less studied, except [41]. Besides the practical benefit of obtaining a solution
generating technique, clear geometric understanding of the finite DFT-diffeomorphism should shed light
on “non-geometric” (or non-Riemannian) aspects of supergravity and eventually string theory itself [67].
A first step in this direction was taken in [41].
Organization. In this paper, being motivated by the above necessities, keeping [41] as our key reference,
we conduct research on the finite DFT-diffeomorphism. The organization of the work is as follows.
• In section 2, we argue that in double field theory subject to a section condition, the coordinates do
not represent the physical points in an injective manner. A physical point should be rather one-to-
one identified with a ‘gauge orbit’ in the coordinate space. We view then the DFT-diffeomorphism
symmetry as an invariance under arbitrary reparametrizations of the gauge orbits. We name the
associated gauge symmetry, ‘coordinate gauge symmetry’.
• In section 3, taking the coordinate gauge symmetry into account, we study the exponential maps,
both for the DFT-coordinates and for the DFT-tensors. In particular, by formally considering an
exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative, we derive a tensorial finite transformation rule, c.f.
(3.53) and (3.55). We then show that, up to the coordinate gauge symmetry, an earlier tensorial trans-
formation rule proposed in [41] is consistent with our formal solution and hence with the exponential
map.
• In section 4, we choose a specific section, called canonical section, to solve the section condition
and to reduce the DFT-geometry to Riemannian geometry. Upon the canonical section, we identify
the coordinate gauge symmetry with the B-field gauge symmetry.
• In section 5, we review, from [10, 11], the semi-covariant derivatives and the semi-covariant cur-
vatures, along with their full covariantization with the help of the projectors for the ‘infinitesimal’
DFT-diffeomorphism. We then discuss an extension to the ‘finite’ case. We show, both for our
formal tensorial transformation rule and for the one proposed in [41], the full covariance of the
semi-covariant derivatives and curvatures persists for the ‘finite’ DFT-diffeomorphism too.
• In section 6, we conclude with summary and comments.
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Convention. Unless mentioned explicitly, our analyses are fully O(D,D) covariant and parametrization-
independent, without choosing any specific section. When it is done like section 4, we shall refer to the
canonical choice of the section. This means, for the full DFT-coordinates, xA = (y˜µ, yν), and for the
DFT-vielbein, we set at least locally [11, 12],
∂
∂y˜µ
≡ 0 , VAp =
1√
2


(e−1)pµ
(B + e)νp

 . (1.7)
For example, with the canonical choice of the section (1.7), the infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism parame-
ter, V A = (λµ, ξν) (1.3), is clearly divided into two parts: the first half, λµ, for the B-field gauge symmetry
and the second half, ξν , for the Riemannian diffeomorphism (or the ordinary Lie derivative), such that the
generalized Lie derivative acting on the DFT-vielbein, δVAp = LˆV VAp, gives rise to
δeµ
p = ξσ∂σeµ
p + ∂µξ
σeσ
p = Lξeµ
p ,
δBµν = ξ
σ∂σBµν + ∂µξ
σBσν + ∂νξ
σBµσ + ∂µλν − ∂νλµ = LξBµν + ∂µλν − ∂νλµ .
(1.8)
For the sake of simplicity we also often adopt a matrix notation to suppress spacetime indices. In this case,
with one exception, it is always assumed that the matrices carry the row index at the south-west corner and
the column index at the north-east corner, e.g. MAB. The only exceptional matrix is the O(D,D) metric,
JAB, given in (1.1). Further we define the O(D,D) conjugation matrix, M¯AB , by
M¯ := JM tJ−1 , (1.9)
such that
MM¯ = 1 ⇐⇒ M ∈ O(D,D) . (1.10)
While the two matrices, M and M t, cannot be multiplied by each other due to their conflicting index
structures (note ‘M tAB ’), the product of M and M¯ does make sense.
Throughout the paper, all the fields, both DFT-tensors and DFT-diffeomorphism parameters, are always
assumed to satisfy the section condition (1.2).
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2 ‘Coordinate gauge symmetry’
Let us consider an arbitrary DFT-tensor, TA1A2···An(x). A generic (local) shift of the coordinates,
xA → xA +∆A(x) , (2.1)
gives
TA1···An(x+∆) = TA1···An(x) +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
∆B1∆B2 · · ·∆Bn∂B1∂B2 · · · ∂BnTA1···An(x) . (2.2)
Hence, in particular, if the superscript index of ∆A comes directly from a DFT-coordinate derivative,
∂A = J−1AB∂B , the shift is trivial due to the section condition (1.2),
TA1···An(x+∆) = TA1···An(x) if ∆A = φ∂Aϕ for some φ and ϕ . (2.3)
This simple observation leads us to propose an equivalence relation for the DFT-coordinates,
xA ∼ xA + φ∂Aϕ . (2.4)
That is to say, the coordinates in double field theory do not represent the physical points in an injective
manner. A physical point should be rather one-to-one identified with a ‘gauge orbit’ in the coordinate
space. Henceforth, we call this gauge symmetry (2.4), ‘coordinate gauge symmetry’.
The coordinate gauge symmetry is additive, being Abelian in nature,
xA ∼ xA + φ∂Aϕ , xA ∼ xA + φ′∂Aϕ′ =⇒ xA ∼ xA + φ∂Aϕ+ φ′∂Aϕ′ , (2.5)
and hence in general,
xA ∼ xA + φi∂Aϕi . (2.6)
With the canonical choice of the section (1.7), for arbitrary constants, cµ, if we choose φ = 1 and
ϕ = cµy
µ
, we note from (2.4),
(y˜µ , y
ν) ∼ (y˜µ + cµ , y
ν) . (2.7)
That is to say, upon the canonical section, the dual winding coordinates, y˜µ, are all non-physical, irrele-
vant. The physical gauge orbits extend through the dual winding directions, and the ‘ordinary’ coordinates,
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yν , alone faithfully represent the physical points. Of course, this is quite a natural picture to be expected
restricted on each local chart.
In general, with nontrivial φ, upon the canonical section the coordinate gauge symmetry can be identified
with the B-field gauge symmetry: From (1.8), with the infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism parameter,
δxA = V A = φ∂Aϕ ≡ (φ∂µϕ, 0) , (2.8)
the generalized Lie derivative produces only the B-field gauge transformation,
δeµ
p = 0 , δBµν = ∂µ(φ∂νϕ)− ∂ν(φ∂µϕ) .
(2.9)
Through exponentiation, we shall show below that this identification is still valid for ‘finite’ transforma-
tions, c.f. (4.9).
3 Exponential map
In this section, paying attention to the coordinate gauge symmetry, we investigate the exponential maps for
DFT-coordinates and DFT-tensors.
3.1 Exponential map for DFT-coordinates
For a given infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism parameter, V A(x), introducing a real parameter, s, we
define an exponential map for the DFT-coordinates,
xA −→ xAs , (3.1)
by letting
dxAs
ds
= V A(xs) , x
A
s
∣∣
s=0
= xA . (3.2)
It follows from
dnxAs
dsn
=
(
V B(xs)
∂
∂xBs
)n
xAs , (3.3)
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that the power expansion of xAs in s reads
xAs = e
sV B(x)∂BxA = xA +
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(V B(x)∂B)
n−1V A(x) . (3.4)
Hence, with (3.2), we note
dxAs
ds
= V A(xs) = V
B(x)∂Bx
A
s , (3.5)
and consequently,
V A(xs)
∂
∂xAs
= V A(x)
∂
∂xA
. (3.6)
Namely it is s-independent. This result can be used, e.g. to show that,7 generically acting on an arbitrary
DFT-tensor, the differential operator, esV B(x)∂B , shifts the arguments from xA to xAs ,
esV
B(x)∂BTA1···An(x) = TA1···An(xs) . (3.7)
The inverse map is, from (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7),
xA = exp
(
−sV B(xs)
∂
∂xBs
)
xAs = e
sV C(x)∂C
(
e−sV
B(x)∂BxA
)
. (3.8)
Further, from (3.4) and due to the section condition, replacing the parameter, V A by V A + φi∂Aϕi, gives
xAs −→ x
A
s + sφ
i∂Aϕi . (3.9)
Hence the replacement generates the coordinate gauge symmetry (2.6),
xAs + sφ
i∂Aϕi ∼ x
A
s . (3.10)
This suggests us to impose an equivalence relation now for the infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism param-
eters,
V A ∼ V A + φi∂Aϕi . (3.11)
It is useful to introduce, from (3.4),
fAs (x) := x
A
s (x)− x
A =
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(V B(x)∂B)
n−1V A(x) , (3.12)
7Both the left hand side and the right hand side of (3.7) satisfy the same differential equation in s, thanks to (3.6), while they
have the same initial value at s = 0.
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which satisfies the section condition and also, for the inverse map (3.8),
xA(xs) = x
A
s + f
A
−s(xs) = e
sV B(x)∂B
(
xA + fA−s(x)
)
. (3.13)
We further set a matrix, L, by
LA
B := ∂Ax
B
s (x) = δA
B + ∂Af
B
s (x) , (3.14)
and obtain, from (3.13),
L−1AB =
∂xB
∂xAs
= δA
B + esV
C(x)∂C
[
∂Af
B
−s(x)
]
. (3.15)
Their O(D,D) conjugation matrices (1.9) are then8
L¯A
B(x) = δA
B + ∂BfsA(x) , L¯
−1
A
B(x) = L−1AB(x) = δAB + esV
C(x)∂C
[
∂Bf−sA(x)
]
.
(3.16)
It is worth while to note that under the coordinate gauge symmetry transformation of the DFT-diffeomorphism
parameter (3.11),
V A −→ V A + φi∂Aϕi ,
(3.17)
the matrices, L and L¯−1, transform as
L −→ (1 + sK)L = L+ sK ,
L¯−1 −→ (1− sK¯)L¯−1 ,
(3.18)
where we set a traceless nilpotent matrix,
KA
B := ∂A(φ
i∂Bϕi) , trK = 0 , K
2 = 0 . (3.19)
These properties ensure that the determinants are invariant under the coordinate gauge symmetry,
detL = det L¯ −→ detL = det L¯ . (3.20)
8Taking the O(D,D) conjugation and taking the inverse commute.
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Similarly for the derivative of the DFT-diffeomorphism parameter, we let
WA
B(x) = ∂AV
B(x) , W¯A
B(x) = ∂BVA(x) .
(3.21)
The section condition implies then
W¯W = 0 , W¯L = W¯ , L¯W = W , KL = K , L¯K¯ = K¯ ,
L¯−1L = L+ L¯−1 − 1 , L¯L−1 = L¯+ L−1 − 1 ,
(3.22)
and, acting on an arbitrary DFT-tensor,
L¯A
B∂BTC1C2···Cn = ∂ATC1C2···Cn , L¯
−1
A
B∂BTC1C2···Cn = ∂ATC1C2···Cn .
(3.23)
Further, with
MA
B := ∂Af
B
s , (3.24)
we have
L = 1 +M , L¯M = M , M¯L = M¯ , M¯M = 0 , W¯M = 0 , (3.25)
and
LL¯ = L¯L+MM¯ = L¯(1 +MM¯ )L , L¯−1L−1 = L−1(1−MM¯)L¯−1 . (3.26)
Hence, if we set
F := 12 (LL¯
−1 + L¯−1L) , F¯ = JF tJ −1 = 12(L
−1L¯+ L¯L−1) , (3.27)
it follows
FF¯ = 1 , F ∈ O(D,D) . (3.28)
In fact, it is this O(D,D) element, F , that was proposed in [41] as the matrix representation of a finite
DFT-diffeomorphism.9 In the next subsection (section 3.2), we shall study in detail the relation between
9Our ‘passive’ F¯AB corresponds to FAB in [41]. See also the footnote 10.
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the matrix, F , and the exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative subject to the coordinate gauge
symmetry. For this purpose, in the remaining of this subsection, we shall prepare some useful formulae
related to F .
Properties of F
From (3.22), (3.23) and
(1− L¯−1)L−1 = 1− L¯−1 , L− F = 12(L+ 1)(1 − L¯
−1) , (3.29)
for an arbitrary DFT-tensor, we note
∂ATC1C2···Cn = (LL
−1)AB∂BTC1C2···Cn
=
[
FL−1 + 12(L+ 1)(1 − L¯
−1)L−1
]
A
B∂BTC1C2···Cn
= (FL−1)AB∂BTC1C2···Cn +
1
2
[
(L+ 1)(1 − L¯−1)
]
A
B∂BTC1C2···Cn
= (FL−1)AB∂BTC1C2···Cn .
(3.30)
Hence, up to the section condition, we have
∂A = LA
B ∂
∂xBs
≡ FA
B ∂
∂xBs
. (3.31)
In fact, this is an ‘active’ rederivation of a ‘passive’ result in [41],10 i.e. ∂
∂xAs
≡ F¯A
B∂B .
10The transformation of a field is ‘active’ and the change of a coordinate system is ‘passive’: φ(x)→ φs(x) vs. φ′(x′) = φ(x).
While the former is more relevant to Noether symmetry, the latter is more popular in general relativity literature. In this work,
we mainly focus on the finite DFT-diffeomorphism through the exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative, and hence the
‘active’ point of view. For a ‘passive’ analysis, from (3.15), we note
∂
∂xAs
= ∂sA = ∂A + e
sV C (x)∂C
[
∂Af
B
−s(x)∂B
]
.
This expression then shows that the section condition is preserved under the change of the DFT-coordinate systems, as discussed
in [41],
∂sA∂
A
s Φ(x) = 0 , ∂sAΦ1(x)∂
A
s Φ2(x) = 0 .
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From (3.18), under the coordinate gauge symmetry, the matrix, F , transforms as
F −→
[
1 + 12s(K − K¯ +KL¯− LK¯)
]
F . (3.32)
Further, from (3.14) and (3.19), we can rearrange the expression inside the parentheses as11
1
2
(
K − K¯ +KL¯− LK¯
)
A
B = ∂AΥ
B − ∂BΥA , Υ
A = φi∂Aϕi +
1
2φ
i∂Cϕi∂
AfsC ,
(3.33)
such that the coordinate gauge symmetry of F (3.32) can be organized as
F −→ F ′F , (3.34)
where F ′ is ‘another F matrix’ corresponding to the genuine coordinate gauge symmetry, xA → xA+sΥA,
F ′ = 12(L
′L¯′−1 + L¯′−1L′) , L′A
B = ∂Ax
′B , x′A = xA + sΥA ∼ xA , (3.35)
which has the components,
F ′A
B = δA
B + s(∂AΥ
B − ∂BΥA) . (3.36)
Now, from the definition of the exponential map (3.2), we obtain
d
ds
L(x) = L(x)W (xs) ,
d
ds
L¯−1(x) = −L¯(x)W¯ (xs) , (3.37)
and hence
d
ds
detL(x) = detL(x)× trW (xs) . (3.38)
11It is also worth while to note
(K − K¯ +KL¯− LK¯)F = K(1 + L¯−1)− (1 + L)K¯L¯−1 = FL−1(K − K¯ +KL¯− LK¯)L¯−1 ,
1
2
[
L−1(K − K¯ +KL¯− LK¯)L¯−1
]
A
B = ∂′AΥ
′B
− ∂′BΥ′A , ∂
′
A = L
−1
A
B∂B =
∂
∂xA
s
, Υ′A = ΥBL¯−1B
A .
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In particular, the right hand sides of (3.37) and (3.38) are given by products of two quantities whose argu-
ments are positioned at two different points, x and xs.
We introduce a differential operator,
δs :=
d
ds
− V A(x)∂A , (3.39)
satisfying, first of all,
δsx
A
s (x) = 0 . (3.40)
It follows from (3.5) that, (3.37) and (3.38) are equivalent to
δsL(x) = W (x)L(x) , δsL¯
−1(x) = −W¯ (x)L¯−1(x) , (3.41)
and
δs detL(x) = detL(x)× trW (x) . (3.42)
In contrast to (3.37) and (3.38), the right hand sides are now all positioned at the same point, x. We may
simply write then
δsL = WL , δsL¯
−1 = −W¯ L¯−1 , δs detL = detL trW . (3.43)
Further, exponentiating these expressions we get
L = exp [s (V ·∂ +W )] 1 , L¯−1 = exp
[
s
(
V ·∂ − W¯
)]
1 , detL = exp [s (V ·∂ + trW )] 1 .
(3.44)
Finally, from (3.22), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.28), we obtain
(δsF ) F¯ =
1
2
(
W +WL¯− W¯ − LW¯
)
, (3.45)
and hence
δsF = (W − W¯ +∆)F , ∆ =
1
2(WM¯ −MW¯ ) .
(3.46)
Writing explicitly,
∆A
B = 12
(
∂AV
C∂BfsC − ∂Af
C
s ∂
BVC
)
= ∂A
(
1
2V
C∂BfsC
)
− ∂B
(
1
2V
C∂AfsC
)
. (3.47)
We shall come back to this expression in the next subsection.
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3.2 Exponential maps for DFT-tensors
In this subsection, we turn to the exponential maps for DFT-tensors. In particular, we shall discuss two
different, yet equivalent up to the coordinate gauge symmetry, tensorial exponential maps, and hence two
different yet equivalent tensorial diffeomorphic transformation rules, c.f. (3.73).
We start with the following exponential map,
TA1A2···An(x) −→ TsA1A2···An(x) , (3.48)
which is defined by the exponentiation of the generalized Lie derivative (1.3),
d
ds
TsA1···An(x) = LˆV (x)TsA1···An(x) , TsA1···An(x)|s=0 = TA1···An(x) .
(3.49)
Here, the generalized Lie derivative acts on the finitely-transformed DFT-tensor, TsA1···An(x), at the point,
xA, with the local parameter not V A(xs) but V A(x). Since double field theories are well understood to be
invariant under the infinitesimal transformation given by the generalized Lie derivative, the above expo-
nential map realizes a finite ‘Noether’ symmetry transformation rule for the ‘finite’ DFT-diffeomorphism.
Especially, for a scalar density we have
d
ds
φs(x) = V
A(x)∂Aφs(x) + ω∂AV
A(x)φs(x) , (3.50)
or equivalently, with (3.39),
δsφs(x) = ω∂AV
A(x)φs(x) . (3.51)
This differential equation has the following unique solution, from (3.6) and (3.42),
φs(x) = (detL)
ω φ(xs) = (detL)
ω φ(x+ fs(x)) . (3.52)
This result illustrates that the exponential map indeed corresponds to the ‘active’ —rather than ‘passive’—
transformation under the DFT-diffeomorphism, and further that after the transformation the scalar, φs(x),
still satisfies the section condition.12
12c.f. (2.2) with ∆A → fAs .
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Now for a generic DFT-tensor (density), we set
TsA1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω RA1
B1RA2
B2 · · ·RAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) . (3.53)
The condition for the exponential map (3.49) then reduces to
δsR = (W − W¯ )R , R|s=0 = 1 .
(3.54)
Hence, the solution is, in a similar formal fashion to (3.44),
R = exp
[
s
(
V · ∂ +W − W¯
)]
1 . (3.55)
Clearly, the matrix, R, and hence the transformed DFT-tensor, TsA1A2···An(x), still satisfy the section con-
dition. However, it appears hard to re-express the solution (3.55) in terms of LAB = ∂AxBs (and its inverse)
in a compact manner.
From
δsR¯ = R¯(W¯ −W ) , (3.56)
it is easy to show, like (3.28),
R¯R = 1 , R ∈ O(D,D) . (3.57)
Further, like (3.31), up to the section condition, we have
∂A ≡ RA
BL−1BC∂C = RAB
∂
∂xBs
. (3.58)
This equivalence can be proved, order by order in s, using the following ‘recurrence’ relation,
[
δs , (RL
−1 − 1)AB∂B
]
= (W − W¯ )A
B(RL−1 − 1)BC∂C − (RL−1 − 1)AB∂BV C∂C , (3.59)
with the initial data, R = L = 1 at s = 0. Acting on an arbitrary DFT-tensor which is subject to the section
condition, this differential operator is trivial.13
13Eq.(3.59) is a rearrangement of the expression,
[
δs , (RL
−1)A
B
∂B
]
= (W − W¯ )A
B(RL−1)B
C
∂C − (RL
−1)A
B
∂BV
C
∂C .
See also (5.17) and its derivation later.
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Henceforth, we compare the two matrices, R and F (3.27) [41]. First of all, from (3.28), (3.31), (3.57) and
(3.58), both are O(D,D) elements and satisfy the ‘chain rule’,
∂A ≡ RA
B ∂
∂xBs
≡ FA
B ∂
∂xBs
. (3.60)
On the other hand, from (3.46), (3.47) and (3.54), we note generically ∆AB 6= 0, and hence they are
distinct,
FA
B 6= RA
B . (3.61)
However, as for an alternative tensorial exponential map to (3.49) and (3.53), if we let in terms of F ,
T sA1A2···An(x) := (detL)
ω FA1
B1FA2
B2 · · ·FAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) , (3.62)
we notice from (3.46) and (3.47) that the s-derivative of it coincides with a generalized Lie derivative,
d
ds
T sA1···An(x) = LˆV(x)T
s
A1···An(x) , T
s
A1···An(x)
∣∣
s=0
= TA1···An(x) ,
(3.63)
where VA(x) is a new infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism parameter,
VA(x) = V A(x) + 12VB(x)∂
AfBs (x) . (3.64)
This new parameter has s-dependence and hence generically differs from V A(x), except at s = 0,
VA(x)
∣∣
s=0
= V A(x) , fBs (x)
∣∣
s=0
= 0 . (3.65)
Using the new parameter, by analogy with (3.5), we may also define another coordinate exponential map,
xA → xˆAs (x) ,
dxˆAs
ds
= VB(x)∂B xˆ
A
s (x) , xˆ
A
s
∣∣
s=0
= xA , (3.66)
which satisfies, like (3.6),
dxˆAs
ds
∂
∂xˆAs
= VA(x)
∂
∂xA
. (3.67)
The s-expansion of xˆAs reads
xˆAs = x
A + sV A + 12s
2
(
V B∂BV
A + 12VC∂
AV C
)
+ · · · . (3.68)
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Nevertheless, crucially, VA(x) belongs to the same equivalence class as the original parameter, according
to (3.11),
VA(x) ∼ V A(x) . (3.69)
Hence, xˆAs and xAs are equivalent. They represent the same physical point,
xAs (x) ∼ xˆ
A
s (x) , (3.70)
such that, for an arbitrary DFT-tensor, we have
TA1A2···An(xs) = TA1A2···An(xˆs) . (3.71)
This coordinate equivalence can be shown more explicitly, order by order in s, using the formula,
δs
(
xˆAs − x
A
s
)
= 12VC∂
BfCs ∂B xˆ
A
s ∼ 0 . (3.72)
Therefore, we conclude that, both matrices, F and R, represent the same DFT-coordinate transformation,
xA → xAs , up to the coordinate gauge symmetry. Their only difference amounts to the additional B-field
gauge symmetry, c.f. (2.9) and also (4.9) later. That is to say, both the tensorial finite transformation rules,
or the tensorial exponential maps, (3.53) and (3.62) which we recall:
TA1A2···An(x) −→ TsA1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω RA1
B1RA2
B2 · · ·RAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) ,
TA1A2···An(x) −→ T
s
A1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω FA1
B1FA2
B2 · · ·FAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) ,
(3.73)
equally well realize the DFT-diffeomorphism symmetry given by the exponential maps,
xA −→ xAs (x) ∼ xˆ
A
s (x) . (3.74)
After all, from a practical view, what matters is whether a given transformation rule of fields gives rise to a
‘Noether symmetry’ of the action or not. DFT enjoys the ‘infinitesimal’ Noether symmetry set by the gen-
eralized Lie derivative. The differential formulae, (3.49) and (3.63), then ensure that both transformation
rules in (3.73) separately realize a ‘finite’ Noether symmetry transformation for DFT-Lagrangian,
LDFT(x) −→ det
(
∂xs
∂x
)
× LDFT(xs) .
(3.75)
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In particular, we have for the DFT-vielbein,
VAp(x) −→ VsAp(x) = RA
BVBp(xs) ,
VAp(x) −→ V
s
Ap(x) = FA
BVBp(xs) ,
(3.76)
and for the DFT-dilaton,
e−2d(x) −→ e−2ds(x) = e−2d
s(x) = detLe−2d(xs) . (3.77)
Having no O(D,D) vector index, there is no distinction between ds(x) and ds(x). Further, from (3.20),
this DFT-dilaton transformation rule is unaffected by, or neutral to, the coordinate gauge symmetry.
4 Reduction to Riemannian geometry upon canonical section
Upon the canonical section (1.7), with the y˜-independent DFT-diffeomorphism parameter,
V A(y) = (λµ(y), ξ
ν(y)) , (4.1)
the exponential map (3.4), xA → xAs = (y˜sµ, yνs ), reduces to
y˜sµ = y˜µ + f˜µ(y) , y
ν
s = e
sξλ∂λyν = yν + f ν(y) , (4.2)
where
f˜µ(y) =
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
ξλ(y)∂λ
)n−1
λµ(y) , f
ν(y) =
∞∑
n=1
sn
n!
(
ξλ(y)∂λ
)n−1
ξν(y) . (4.3)
We have then, for (3.14), (3.16) and (3.27),
L =


1 0
∂f˜ l

 , L¯
−1 =


l−1t 0
−(∂f˜)tl−1t 1

 , (4.4)
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and
F =


l−1t 0
[
∂fˆ − (∂fˆ)t
]
l−1t l

 , F¯ = F
−1 =


lt 0
−l−1
[
∂fˆ − (∂fˆ)t
]
l−1

 , (4.5)
where we put D ×D matrices, l and ∂f˜ , along with a one-form, fˆ ,
lµ
ν = ∂µy
ν
s = δµ
ν + ∂µf
ν , (∂f˜)µν = ∂µf˜ν , fˆµ =
1
2 (f˜µ + lµ
ν f˜ν) .
(4.6)
It follows, from (3.62), that the ‘finite’ transformation of the DFT-vielbein (1.7),
VAp(x) −→ FA
BVBp(xs) , (4.7)
is equivalent to the ordinary Riemannian diffeomorphism plus the B-field gauge symmetry,
eµ
p(y) −→ ∂µy
σ
s eσ
p(ys) ,
Bµν(y) −→ ∂µy
ρ
s∂νy
σ
sBρσ(ys) + ∂µfˆν − ∂ν fˆµ .
(4.8)
Further, the additional coordinate gauge symmetry, F → F ′F (3.34), (3.35), modifies the B-field gauge
symmetry only, without changing the vielbein transformation,
eµ
p(y) −→ ∂µy
σ
s eσ
p(ys) ,
Bµν(y) −→ ∂µy
ρ
s∂νy
σ
sBρσ(ys) + ∂µ(fˆν + sΥ˜ν)− ∂ν(fˆµ + sΥ˜µ) .
(4.9)
This may have been anticipated from the covariant expression, F ′AB = δAB + s(∂AΥB − ∂BΥA) in (3.36).
Conclusively, upon the canonical section, the coordinate gauge symmetry is identified with the B-field
gauge symmetry.
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With (3.21), explicitly as
W =


0 0
∂λ ∂ξ

 , W¯ =


(∂ξ)t 0
(∂λ)t 0

 , W − W¯ =


−(∂ξ)t 0
∂λ− (∂λ)t ∂ξ

 ,
(4.10)
and using
δsf˜µ(y) = λµ(y) , δs(∂µf˜ν) = ∂µλν + ∂µξ
λ∂λf˜ν , δslµ
ν = ∂µξ
λlλ
ν , (4.11)
it is straightforward to confirm (3.41) and (3.46),
δsL = WL , δsL¯
−1 = −W¯ L¯−1 , δsF = (W − W¯ +∆)F , (4.12)
where now
∆ =


0 0
∂θ − (∂θ)t 0

 , θµ =
1
2 (λσ∂µf
σ + ξσ∂µf˜σ) . (4.13)
On the other hand, with a one-form, Ωµ, if we let for (3.53),
R =


l−1t 0
[
∂Ω− (∂Ω)t
]
l−1t l

 , (4.14)
the defining property of R (3.54) reduces to
(δsR)R
−1 =


−(∂ξ)t 0
∂(δsΩ− ∂ξΩ)− [∂(δsΩ− ∂ξΩ)]
t ∂ξ

 =


−(∂ξ)t 0
∂λ− (∂λ)t ∂ξ

 = W − W¯ ,
(4.15)
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and hence, with some scalar, Φ, the one-form should satisfy
δsΩµ = λµ + ∂µξ
νΩν + ∂µΦ . (4.16)
However, the solution seems to admit no algebraic expression in terms of f˜µ and lµν in (4.4). This is in
contrast to the case with F , c.f. (4.5). From (4.5) and (4.8), F and R indeed differ by the B-field gauge
symmetry only, i.e. 2∂[µfˆν] v.s. 2∂[µΩν].
5 Covariance of the semi-covariant derivatives and curvatures
The semi-covariant derivative, ∇A = ∂A + ΓA , was introduced in [10, 11],
∇CTA1A2···An := ∂CTA1A2···An − ωΓ
B
BCTA1A2···An +
n∑
i=1
ΓCAi
BTA1···Ai−1BAi+1···An . (5.1)
with the connection,
ΓCAB = 2
(
P∂CPP¯
)
[AB]
+ 2
(
P¯[A
DP¯B]
E − P[A
DPB]
E
)
∂DPEC
− 4
D−1
(
P¯C[AP¯B]
D + PC[APB]
D
)(
∂Dd+ (P∂
EPP¯ )[ED]
)
.
(5.2)
This connection is the DFT analogy of the Christoffel connection in Riemannian geometry, as it is the
unique solution to the following requirements [11].
• The semi-covariant derivative is compatible with the O(D,D) metric,
∇AJBC = 0 ⇐⇒ ΓCAB + ΓCBA = 0 .
(5.3)
• The semi-covariant derivative annihilates the whole NS-NS sector, i.e. the DFT-dilaton14 and the
pair of projectors (1.5),
∇Ad = 0 , ∇APBC = 0 , ∇AP¯BC = 0 .
(5.4)
14Since e−2d is a scalar density with weight one, ∇Ad = − 12e
2d
∇Ae
−2d = ∂Ad+
1
2
ΓBBA.
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• The cyclic sum of the connection vanishes,
ΓABC + ΓCAB + ΓBCA = 0 . (5.5)
• Lastly, the connection corresponds to a kernel of rank-six projectors,
PCAB
DEFΓDEF = 0 , P¯CAB
DEFΓDEF = 0 ,
(5.6)
where
PCAB
DEF = PC
DP[A
[EPB]
F ] + 2
D−1PC[APB]
[EPF ]D ,
P¯CAB
DEF = P¯C
DP¯[A
[EP¯B]
F ] + 2
D−1 P¯C[AP¯B]
[EP¯F ]D .
(5.7)
In particular, the two symmetric properties, (5.3) and (5.5), enable us to replace the ordinary derivatives in
the definition of the generalized Lie derivative (1.3) by the semi-covariant derivatives [10],
LˆV TA1···An = V
B∇BTA1···An + ω∇BV
BTA1···An +
n∑
i=1
(∇AiVB −∇BVAi)TA1···Ai−1
B
Ai+1···An . (5.8)
The rank-six projectors satisfy the projection property,
PCAB
DEFPDEF
GHI = PCAB
GHI , P¯CAB
DEF P¯DEF
GHI = P¯CAB
GHI . (5.9)
Besides, they are symmetric and traceless,
PCABDEF = PDEFCAB = PC[AB]D[EF ] , P¯CABDEF = P¯DEFCAB = P¯C[AB]D[EF ] ,
PAABDEF = 0 , P
ABPABCDEF = 0 , P¯
A
ABDEF = 0 , P¯
ABP¯ABCDEF = 0 .
(5.10)
Now, under the infinitesimal DFT-coordinate transformation set by the generalized Lie derivative, the
semi-covariant derivative transforms as
δ(∇CTA1···An) = LˆV (∇CTA1···An) +
n∑
i=1
2(P+P¯)CAi
BDEF∂D∂[EVF ]TA1···Ai−1BAi+1···An . (5.11)
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The sum on the right hand side corresponds to a potentially anomalous part against the full covariance.
Hence, in general, the semi-covariant derivative is not necessarily covariant.15 However, since the anoma-
lous terms are projected by the rank-six projectors which satisfy the properties in (5.10), it is in fact possible
to eliminate them. Combined with the projectors, the semi-covariant derivative —as the name indicates—
can be converted into various fully covariant derivatives [11]:
PC
DP¯A1
B1P¯A2
B2 · · · P¯An
Bn∇DTB1B2···Bn ,
P¯C
DPA1
B1PA2
B2 · · ·PAn
Bn∇DTB1B2···Bn ,
PABP¯C1
D1P¯C2
D2 · · · P¯Cn
Dn∇ATBD1D2···Dn ,
P¯ABPC1
D1PC2
D2 · · ·PCn
Dn∇ATBD1D2···Dn ,
PABP¯C1
D1P¯C2
D2 · · · P¯Cn
Dn∇A∇BTD1D2···Dn ,
P¯ABPC1
D1PC2
D2 · · ·PCn
Dn∇A∇BTD1D2···Dn .
(5.12)
In the above, and in the paper [11], the full covariance implies that, the ‘infinitesimal’ transformation
coincides with the generalized Lie derivative, for example,
δ(PC
DP¯A1
B1P¯A2
B2 · · · P¯An
Bn∇DTB1B2···Bn) = LˆV (PC
DP¯A1
B1P¯A2
B2 · · · P¯An
Bn∇DTB1B2···Bn) .
(5.13)
We now turn to the ‘finite’ DFT-diffeomorphism and generalize the above infinitesimal covariance to the
finite case. We do this for both tensorial transformation rules, one from (3.53),
e−2d(x) −→ e−2ds(x) = detLe−2d(xs) ,
PAB(x) −→ PsAB(x) = RA
CRB
DPCD(xs) ,
TA1A2···An(x) −→ TsA1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω RA1
B1RA2
B2 · · ·RAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) ,
(5.14)
15However, (5.3) and (5.4) are exceptions as the anomalous terms vanish identically, thanks to (5.10).
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and the other from (3.62) [41],
e−2d(x) −→ e−2d
s(x) = detLe−2d(xs) ,
PAB(x) −→ P
s
AB(x) = FA
CFB
DPCD(xs) ,
TA1A2···An(x) −→ T
s
A1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω FA1
B1FA2
B2 · · ·FAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) .
(5.15)
The finite transformations of the DFT-dilaton and the projection operator in (5.14) and (5.15) further induce
the transformation of the connection through (5.2), and hence the transformation of the semi-covariant
derivative,
∇A = ∂A + ΓA −→ ∇sA = ∂A + ΓsA ,
∇A = ∂A + ΓA −→ ∇
s
A = ∂A + Γ
s
A .
(5.16)
The full ‘finite’ covariance of the covariant derivatives listed in (5.12) means then that, under ‘finite’ DFT-
diffeomorphism, they follow precisely the same tensorial transformation rule, either (5.14),
[
PsC
DP¯sA1
B1 · · · P¯sAn
Bn∇sDTsB1···Bn
]
(x)
= (detL)ω RC
DRA1
B1 · · ·RAn
Bn
[
PD
GP¯B1
E1 · · · P¯Bn
En∇GTE1···En
]
(xs) ,
(5.17)
or (5.15),
[
P sC
DP¯ sA1
B1 · · · P¯ sAn
Bn∇sDT
s
B1···Bn
]
(x)
= (detL)ω FC
DFA1
B1 · · ·FAn
Bn
[
PD
GP¯B1
E1 · · · P¯Bn
En∇GTE1···En
]
(xs) .
(5.18)
Rather than going through brute force computations, we can verify these two relations by noticing that,
for each formula the left hand side and the right hand side satisfy the same differential equation with the
common initial value at s = 0 : By construction, the s-derivative of them matches with the generalized Lie
derivative, with the parameter, V A (3.49) for (5.17), or with the other parameter, VA (3.63) for (5.18). This
essentially proves the full ‘finite’ covariance.
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Similarly, with the standard ‘field strength’ of the connection,
RCDAB = ∂AΓBCD − ∂BΓACD + ΓAC
EΓBED − ΓBC
EΓAED , (5.19)
the semi-covariant curvature is defined [11],
SABCD :=
1
2
(
RABCD +RCDAB − Γ
E
ABΓECD
)
. (5.20)
Under the infinitesimal DFT-diffeomorphism, we have
δSABCD = LˆV SABCD + 2∇[A
(
(P+P¯)B][CD]
EFG∂E∂[FVG]
)
+ 2∇[C
(
(P+P¯)D][AB]
EFG∂E∂[FVG]
)
.
(5.21)
Hence, with the help of the projectors, the fully covariant curvatures are [11, 15]16
(PABPCD − P¯ABP¯CD)SACBD , PA
CP¯B
DSECED .
(5.22)
Under the finite DFT-diffeomorphism, we now have the following covariant transformations,
[
(PABs P
CD
s − P¯
AB
s P¯
CD
s )SsACBD
]
(x) =
[
(P sABP sCD − P¯ sABP¯ sCD)SsACBD
]
(x)
=
[
(PABPCD − P¯ABP¯CD)SACBD
]
(xs) ,
(5.23)
and
[
PsA
CP¯sB
DSEs CED
]
(x) = RA
MRB
N
[
PM
CP¯N
DSECED
]
(xs) ,
[
P sA
CP¯ sB
DSsECED
]
(x) = FA
MFB
N
[
PM
CP¯N
DSECED
]
(xs) .
(5.24)
16Up to the section condition, the scalar and the Ricci curvatures in (5.22) are the only (known) covariant curvatures. Although
there are various other ways to rewrite them because of the section condition (c.f. the Appendix of [13]), it is the scalar expression
in (5.22) that enables the 1.5 formalism to work in the full order supersymmetric extensions of D = 10 double field theory,
N = 1 [15] andN = 2 [16].
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6 Conclusion
We summarize our main assertions.
• A physical point in DFT is one-to-one identified with a ‘gauge orbit’ in the coordinate space (2.6),
xA ∼ xA + φi∂Aϕi . (6.1)
• With the coordinate gauge symmetry (6.1), DFT-diffeomorphism symmetry means an invariance
under arbitrary reparametrizations of the gauge orbits.
• While the coordinate gauge symmetry does not change the physical point (2.3),
TA1···An(x) = TA1···An(x+∆) , ∆
A = φi∂Aϕi ,
(6.2)
the corresponding tensorial diffeomorphic transformation rule may rotate the O(D,D) vector in-
dices of a DFT-tensor. Yet, this rotation merely amounts to the B-field gauge symmetry, (2.9), (4.9),
upon the canonical section (1.7).
• The coordinate gauge symmetry allows more than one tensorial diffeomorphic transformation rules
which differ from each other by the B-field gauge symmetry, such as (3.53) and (3.62) [41],
TA1A2···An(x) −→ TsA1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω RA1
B1RA2
B2 · · ·RAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) ,
TA1A2···An(x) −→ T
s
A1A2···An(x) = (detL)
ω FA1
B1FA2
B2 · · ·FAn
BnTB1B2···Bn(xs) .
(6.3)
The s-derivative of each transformed DFT-tensor coincides with the generalized Lie derivative,
(3.49) and (3.63) respectively,
d
ds
TsA1···An(x) = LˆV (x)TsA1···An(x) ,
d
ds
T sA1···An(x) = LˆV(x)T
s
A1···An(x) .
(6.4)
Hence both transformation rules realize a ‘finite’ Noether symmetry in double field theory.
• All the covariantized semi-covariant derivatives (5.12) and semi-covariant curvatures (5.22), from
[10, 11], are fully covariant under not only the ‘infinitesimal’ but also the ‘finite’ DFT-diffeomorphism.
They follow the finite covariant transformation rules, (6.3), too.
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Having the DFT-tensor finite transformation rules at hand, we may explicitly combine the O(D,D) ro-
tations and the DFT-coordinate transformations. In particular, we may perform an O(D,D) T-duality
rotation along an arbitrarily given isometry direction.17 We first change to a new coordinate system (and
hence passive F¯AB) where the isometry direction is manifest and all the fields are explicitly independent
of one particular coordinate. We apply straightforwardly the DFT O(D,D) transformation rule along
the direction with an O(D,D) matrix, OAB, and afterward come back to the original coordinate system.
Schematically, we perform
F ◦O ◦ F¯ , O ∈ O(D,D) . (6.5)
The resulting DFT-tensor transformation, or a generalized O(D,D) rotation, is then
TA1A2···An(x) −→ (FOF¯ )A1
B1(FOF¯ )A2
B2 · · · (FOF¯ )An
BnTB1B2···Bn(x) .
(6.6)
Since the intermediate O(D,D) rotation acts on the isometry direction, the argument of the DFT-tensor,
xA, does not need to be changed in the above transformation. Only the O(D,D) vector indices of the
DFT-tensor are rotated by the non-constant matrix, (FOF¯ )AB. Surely, this matrix can be more explicitly
computed upon the canonical section, c.f. (4.5). Application to Poisson-Lie T-duality or non-Abelian T-
duality is of interest [68–70].
The identification of the coordinate gauge symmetry with the B-field gauge symmetry was done, both
infinitesimally (2.9) and finitely (4.9), referring to the canonical parametrization of the DFT-vielbein (1.7).
This can be further straightforwardly extended to the other ‘twin’ orthogonal DFT-vielbein (1.6) [11, 12]
and also to the DFT Yang-Mills vector potential [14],
V¯Ap¯ =
1√
2


(e¯−1)p¯µ
(B + e¯)νp¯

 , AA =


Φµ
Aν +BνσΦ
σ

 . (6.7)
The generalized Lie derivatives of them lead to precisely the same B-field transformation rule as (2.9),
while the transformations of other component fields, e¯λp¯, Aµ, Φν , are trivial.
17For practical purpose, the second DFT-tensor transformation rule in (6.3) from [41] seems to be a more convenient choice, as
F appears easier to compute than R.
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Throughout the analyses, we have strictly imposed the section condition or the strong constraint. The re-
laxation of it (c.f. [27–33, 43, 52]) is beyond the scope of the present paper and remains for future work.
Generalization to the U-duality in M-theory [45–47, 49–56] (or the “exceptional field theory” [54, 55]) is
also of interest. In terms of a U-duality invariant tensor, the coordinate gauge symmetry will assume the
form,
xA ∼ xA + Y ABCDφ
CDi∂Bϕi .
(6.8)
Especially, for the SL(5) U-geometry [53],
xab ∼ xab + ǫabcdeφic∂deϕi .
(6.9)
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